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By Bradlee Dean February 10, 2023

The Child Trafficking Documentary Some In Congress
Did Not Want You to See

cnav.news/2023/02/10/accountability/executive/child-trafficking-documentary-some-congress-ban/

They would not believe it, because it is the unthinkable. That is why we can get away
with it.

unknown

Child trafficking explains the inexplicable

Yes, It Is The Unthinkable! Why would the modern American Church stand down concerning
the homosexual agenda? Why are politicians in Washington D.C. voting in favor of what God
calls an Abomination?

The wide-spread acts of pedophiles committed against our children by both corrupt clergy
and corrupt politicians are rampant and unthinkable. Leviticus 18:22, 20:13 Matthew 18:7-9
Romans 1:24, Jude 1:7

Conspiracy of Silence is a documentary that exposed a network of religious leaders and
Washington politicians who flew children to Washington D.C. for sex orgies. Many children
suffered the indignity of wearing nothing but their underwear and a number displayed on a
piece of cardboard hanging from their necks when being auctioned off to foreigners in Las
Vegas, Nevada, and Toronto, Canada.

At the last minute, before airing, unknown congressmen threatened the TV Cable industry
with restrictive legislation if this documentary was aired.

Almost immediately, unknown persons who ordered all copies destroyed purchased the
rights to the documentary. A copy of this videotape was furnished anonymously to former
Nebraska state senator and attorney John De Camp who made it available to retired FBI
Agent Ted L. Gunderson.

On Tuesday May 3rd 1994 the video that you are about to watch was scheduled to air on the
Discovery Channel. Influential members of congress applied pressure to the cable industry to
stop the airing of the program and destroy all copies.

It was already listed nation-wide in the April 30th-May 6th edition of TV Guide and
newspaper supplements.

The documentary
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The Discovery Channel and Yorkshire Television were reimbursed for the ¼ to ½ million
dollars production costs.

John DeCamp has written an eye-opening peek into the CIA, Boys’ Town and the use of sex
in politics.

1. The CIA uses young boys to ensnare politicians and then blackmail them.
2. The FBI is the garbage detail, dredging up political crimes and carting away the mess,

threatening those who don’t back off.
3. At the highest levels of government we find the vermin who are directing horrific wars

all over the world.
4. The government will imprison, smear or assassinate anyone with knowledge of these

perverse sexual crimes.
5. Politicians used Boys’ Town as a department store so they could corrupt and use

young kids for sex and as drug couriers.
6. Omaha, Nebraska, has been the breeding ground of sexual perversion.
7. Former CIA director, William Colby, was assassinated for speaking out.
8. George H.W. Bush, picked for the CIA by corrupt Warren Commission member Gerald

Ford, took over the CIA when Colby was fired.
9. As today, journalists and investigators are smeared or killed if they search for the truth.

10. As with the Twin Towers implosions on 9/11, the building in Oklahoma City that was
bombed was torn down before investigators could use it for evidence.

DeCamp points out that similar tactics are taken by the government over many years to
cover-up evidence of its high crimes and misdemeanors.
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Links/embeds

This is the program that they did not want you to see! Link Below:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/ttT6FrMosBk

https://youtu.be/ttT6FrMosBk

